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WITH THE 8th ARMY

By Henry Bateson, For Combined A ustralian Press,

Royal Marine Commandos and special unit of the Eighth Amy landed in the early

hours of Sept 8/9th at Porto di Santa Venere forty miles "beyond Gioia Tauro the last

reported limit of Eighth Army’s advance up/ coastal road/italy from San Giovani,

Their landing was opposed by enemy artillery in the later stages being particu-

larly active but the troops made good their beach head and gun carriers and other

vehicles have been landed and are streaming forward towards the front line.

In bushclad hills rising steeply from the shallow beaches where the landings were

effected Santa Venere lies slightly over 220 miles from Naples and units which hod

now landed there became the spearhead of Eighth Army’s push along the coastal rood.

The initial landings were effected in darkness but as the day downed other craft

were coming in with reinforcements guns and vehicles.

All was quiet as we crept slowly towards the shore. The moon in its second

quarter had disappeared before midnight leaving eighteen vessels of our particular
flotilla mere long black smudges against the darkness of night. Ahead of us

enshrouded in the blackness of night ‘were smaller landing craft carrying commandos

and infantry. There was starlight with no clouds.

Thirty minutes before aero hour we lay drifting at our anchorage seven hundred

yards off the beach protected by a curving breakwater whore we wore to land. Some-

where closer the inshore assault and infantry landing craft were dashing for the

shore* But still no noise reached us and only one light was visible.

Everything was quiet as slowly we began drifting towards the shore and as zero

hour for our first slight approached our engines began to revolve and with increasing

speed we made for harbour. The
"

.. sky was now gradually lightening the coast, with

steep forestclad hills rising abruptly from the narrow beach and the small village
became every minute sharper and clearer. Then the silence was suddenly and

shatteringly broken. Prom the scrub covered hillslopes on our left an enemy battery

opened fire. Its dull boom echoed through the bay and its shells flung up sheets of

water as they narrowly missed the incoming craft or showers of debris as they hit the

beach where unloading was already in progress.

Five or six salves had been fired when like a couple of terriers after a rat two

landing craft with guns dashed inshore, streams of tracer shot from both of thorn os

they combed the ridge on which the battery was located. Twice this performance was

repeated, some of our heavier guns then chipping in from the right.

For a moment there was silence but just as our vessel was edging its way into

the beach other enemy guns opened up. Mortar fire began to crash round the scattered

buildings close to where we had landed. Bits of debris and shrapnel were flying up os

we wont ashore. The reply of our guns was prompt and as we sat in a fisherman’s shed

typing our reports the whole boy echoed to the crash of guns and the rot tot of

machinegun fire.

Our landing craft kept coming into the beach. Sappers were laying tracks across

the short strength of sand leading to roads, Vehicles were running from landing craft

and disappearing up the roads cn their assigned missions. It is now seven a.m- four

and a half hours after zero - but still there is no sign of enemy aircraft.

Up in the bushclad hills our carriers and infantry are seeking'the enemy.

As the sun rises clouds of smoke from the shelling and occasionally from high
bursts above the vessels cut to sea drift across the boy,Up on the ridge on our left

where our shells arc still bursting leaping flames burning brightly amid the dull

green of vegetation indicate where a hit has been scored. The small village at the

base of the hills in the centre thus far has not suffered very greatly. Some gun and

mortar shells have plonked into houses close to the beach on which our main landing,

was made but the been surprisingly slight. At this early hour it is

impossible to give a clear coherent picture of the situation. It would seem that our

commandos who were first ashore took the enemy by surprise.
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At least as we slowly steamed towards the beach I counted four undamaged bridges

on the steep narrow road leading up to a crest of hills above our main beach.

Our infantry also got ashore despite opposition,As far as can be learned at the

moment it was not until they were some distance up the thickly covered hillsides that

enemy machine,gun and mortar fire opened up. At the moment so far as we down on

beach can see it is largely an artillery duel. Our guns in the supporting ships are

hammering the enemy artillery positions which owing to the dense nature of hillsides

are not easily findable. It is clear from the echoing shell bursts that heavier

guns are already in action in Santa Di Venere from where a light railway runs seventeen

miles inland to Mileto in a northeast direction, Mileto is only a few miles from

Pizzo which lies 220 miles from Naples and lies'on the coast. By landing at Santa

Di Venere the Eighth Army not only threatens' this town of Pizzo but drives a wedge

in behind any enemy formations which may lie between here and advancing main Eighth

Army,

To appreciate the initiative involved in our landing it is necessary to know the

exact circumstances under which it was made. Our plans from the cutset have been

extremely fluid, We were essentially an opportunist force -/highly trained

experienced body of troops to be used as the trend of events dictated - and thus

from the hour the invasion of Italy we were under orders to move within

sixty minutes if required, we had to be prepared to land without delay at any one of

several tactically important positions along the Italian coast. Just where depended
entirely on how operations on the mainland developed. If the Anglo-Canadian forces

between San Giovanni and Reggio m Calabria were meeting with strong resistance or

became involved in heavy fighting we had to be ready immediately to stage a

diversion designed to draw off strong enemy forces and to create a bridgehead from

which fresh pressure from a new direction could be brought to bear upon the enemy.

In that event we would seize Scilla only four thousand yards across the Straits

of Messina and lying on slopes of rugged foothills of the towering forest-clad

spromonte range.

With Italian shells slithering whiningly above our heads to explode near

crossroads five hundred yards behind us, we had even reconnoitred Scilla through
powerful binoculars on a stone signalling station on the extremity of Cape Peloro,

On the other hand if early landings across the Straits were successful and made

favourable progress we were tc capture Bagnara, Palmi or Piora Tauro, respectively
five twelve and seventeen miles beyond Scilla, These were towns not clearly visible

from Sicily and which therefore could not be reconnoitred personally by battalion and

company- commanders. Thus we had no hard and fast plan. We had to be prepared
to meet various eventualities and officers had mastered the typographical features of

several different places.

Harassed intelligence officers as reports came in from the front and the

situation constantly changed examined hundreds of aerial photographs of cur possible
objectives plotting enemy defences and collating essential topographical data. In

the actual event so slight was the opposition tc our landings across the Straits

and sc rapid cur progress there that we went in much higher up the cor
,st than had

originally been contemplated.
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